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A Method of Ergonomic Workplace Evaluation for Assessing Occupational Risks at Workplaces

Wiesław Grzybowski

Institute of Management Engineering, Poznań University of Technology, Poznań, Poland

The paper discusses new trends in developing and implementing methods of workplace analysis. It presents a sample method of ergonomic workplace evaluation developed at the Poznań University of Technology. The method is a response to the industrial sector's demand for tools supporting occupational risk assessment. The authors also present opportunities and benefits of applying the method in occupational safety management systems, which have gained increasing popularity in recent years.

1. INTRODUCTION

In view of the rapid growth in industrial production in the last decades, it has become necessary to approach issues of work organization, management, and working conditions in a comprehensive manner. Employers have begun to monitor closely all factors potentially impeding continued increases in productivity. Initially, advances were driven mainly by mechanization of the production process, which soon got out of control becoming a frequent cause of occupational injuries and diseases. The consequence was an increased role of the human factor as the main part of systems composed of man, machine, and the working environment.
One of the engines behind the aforementioned developments has been the universal corporate pursuit of maximum benefits. The need to ensure a safe working environment is a prerequisite to providing high quality products and services. Occupational safety is one of the most important factors contributing to productivity increases, which consequently lead to more benefits from business activities. A comprehensive analysis of working conditions allows corporate managements to adjust employee pay for risks faced in a given workplace and define competences required in specific jobs.

Polish companies recognized the need to formulate the principles of occupational health and safety management systems following a sweeping introduction of the concepts of quality and environmental management and the related ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 standards (Szczepańska, 1998). Demand for such systems was also triggered by new trends in occupational health and safety management in Poland and the rest of Europe. The contemporary approach to such issues is to monitor working conditions and detect hazards early, before undesirable events arise. This, however, is not possible until failure-proof management systems are designed and installed. Such systems need to incorporate, among other things, clear policies, transparent procedures for occupational risk planning, implementation, evaluation and monitoring, and proper organization to ensure that monitoring and supervision leads to continued improvements (Stephens, 1999).

Aware of the need to improve working conditions, a research team of the Poznań University of Technology has developed a comprehensive method of ergonomic workplace evaluation. With the use of 14 evaluation criteria, specific working conditions can be evaluated against standards describing a number of minimal requirements to be met by employers (Grzybowski, 1997; Grzybowski & Michalak, 1987; Grzybowski et al., 1997–1999).

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ERGONOMIC WORKPLACE EVALUATION METHOD


- physical working environment factors (noise, vibration, microclimate, lighting, dust levels, toxicity, electromagnetic radiation);
• physical strain factors (energy consumption, static strain, repetitiveness of motion);
• psychological strain factors (information overload, monotony);
• technological and organizational factors (factors related to workplace organization and technical equipment).

The aforementioned factors constitute a frame of reference for a comprehensive description of systems comprising man and the working environment and provide a set of minimum requirements such systems should meet.

The factors translate into areas of focus such as the physical environment, the quality of machines and equipment, and the competences of employees entrusted with given levels of responsibility.

Each specific factor is evaluated on the basis of measurements of the corresponding parameters or in a purely subjective manner.

The key assumption in assessing the strenuousness of specific workplace factors is to evaluate the workplace itself rather than the employee. As some factors can be assessed either subjectively or objectively, whereas others can only be assessed subjectively, the following classification of evaluation criteria has emerged (Jasiak, 1981, 1987, 1993):

1. easily measurable criteria (criteria that can be measured physically in an unequivocal way and evaluated against a "solid" objective model (having a clearly specified anchor point and a multiplication factor scale). These include noise, vibration, the macroclimate, lighting, dust level, toxicity, electromagnetic radiation, and energy consumption;
2. difficult-to-measure criteria (criteria that can be measured physically in an unequivocal way but cannot be evaluated against a solid model; such criteria can be evaluated against an arbitrary model). These include motion repetitiveness, static strain, information overload, monotony, organizational and technological factors.

Parameters describing the aforementioned criteria and the related standards are listed in Polish standards and applicable statues, decrees, regulations, collective agreements, company instructions, and internal regulations.

An ergonomic workplace evaluation must reflect the geographic territory in which specific standards, and consequently the method itself, apply (Poland was adopted for the purposes of this paper).

Yet, as in anticipation of Poland’s accession to the European Union (EU), Polish standards have been substantially harmonized with the laws of the 15 EU member states, the method applies to a largely extended area (Katalog Norm Europejskich, 1993).
The method is primarily a tool for studying manufacturing systems defined broadly as an organized system of machines, equipment, people, and the related internal interaction processes, all set in a specific environment and designed to meet specific goals.

Such production systems can be described as a man–machine or man–work configuration. As a key element of such systems, the workplace becomes the focus of evaluation.

Workplaces are often homogenous in terms of the technology they employ, their environments, and so forth. Such workplaces are treated as identical and representative of an entire production system. It is critical for any survey to select a set of workplaces representative of a given system (Grzybowski, 1997; Grzybowski & Michalak, 1987; Hansen, 1970, 1983, 1988).

To that end one may conduct inspections and interview employees. Inspections should cover all workplaces in a company and provide insights into the production process, the technologies employed, and the existing working conditions, with a particular emphasis to be placed on workplaces from the selected set. Meanwhile, interviews should be conducted with technical and administrative personnel (health and safety managers, supervisors) and with holders of specific jobs selected for the study. Such inspections and interviews may provide a big picture on the company’s shortcomings and help identify sources of work strenuousness.

To compare the impact of specific factors, parameters were converted to a single numerical scale from 0 to 1 (not expressed in units of measure; Kolman, 1973, 1993; Pacholski & Jasiak, 1984), where 0 stands for top quality working conditions, whereas 1 denotes the poorest conditions. Here, number 1

- is a natural opposite of zero,
- can be subdivided into decimal fractions that reflect partial imperfections,
- can be easily converted to a limit value expressed as a percentage.

The authors assumed that values will be distributed over the scale in direct proportion to the intensity of specific parameters.

It is only natural that factors will be expressed in different units of measure. Bringing them to a single scale from 0 to 1 required setting up a formula for converting all possible values of the measured parameters to the adopted scale.

The program was divided into the following stages in which the authors

1. defined the ranges of variation for each specific parameter; end values for the ranges were ceiling and floor values stipulated in applicable standards or values determined through appropriate tests;
2. determined what parameter would represent a given factor (criterion) for the purposes of the study;
3. determined the extent to which to reduce the total range of possible values assumed by the measured parameters or the evaluated qualities;
4. conducted proper conversions, that is, computed parameters as the ratio of the part of the total range they covered to the parameters’ total value.

Ultimately, qualitative factors were expressed as decimal fractions from the range of 0 to 1 proportionately to their absolute values. The method enabled the authors to account for the impacts of factors expressed in different units of measure.

The quality scale ranged from 0, which denoted the perfect condition, to 1, which stood for the ultimately imperfect condition. The two end points of the scale served as the limiting points.

As approximate quality ratios needed to be grouped into areas facilitating the selection and classification of the evaluated objects by the value of approximate ratios, the author set up a system of quality classes.

The maximum acceptable and correct quality ratio was denoted as 0.7. The number is also the maximum desirable value. Hence, the correctness criterion is met by all values ranging from 0.0 to 0.7.

The choice of 0.7 as the maximum correct value can be explained as follows:
• as abnormality is not an extreme (limiting) condition, the maximum value of an incorrect condition must be less than 1;
• in order to better differentiate between critical condition points (correctness and incorrectness), the neighboring limits (perfection and imperfection), and the node point that separates them, the critical condition points should be as high as possible; that condition is satisfied for 0.7.

On the aforementioned assumptions, any measurable value, regardless of the unit of measure, can be expressed numerically on a uniform scale wherein the end values of the range correspond to the limits of the scale.

With the use of a detailed segregation method, the author calculated criteria indices on a scale from 0.0 to 0.7 or 0.7 to 1.0 (within the adopted tolerance margin), and assumed arbitrary values for criteria exceeding the tolerance margin.

In effect, a set of 14 numerical indices of strenuousness for each factor was assigned to each workplace. The results were subsequently converted using a mathematical formula designed to express all partial outcomes as an overall strenuousness index also in the range from 0 to 1.

The steps taken in calculating the aggregate strenuousness index are presented in Figure 1.
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD OF ERGONOMIC WORKPLACE EVALUATION IN ASSESSING OCCUPATIONAL RISK

In order to assess working conditions in manufacturing companies, selected representative production processes need to be diagnosed. Before data are collected, a uniform study approach should be developed. The resulting system must be designed to allow, among other things, for (Grzybowski, 1985)

- the identification of hazards and assessment of occupational risk,
- the monitoring of working conditions,
- an analysis of causes of accidents and occupational diseases.
The most commonly used set of standards in safety management in Poland has been Standard No. BS 8800 (British Standards Institution, 1996b). Its intent was to enable companies to develop and implement effective occupational safety and health guidelines integrated with their overall management systems. The guidelines provide a framework for managing health and safety and two different ways of developing and integrating them with the overall management system. The standard forms a basis on which a company may formulate its customized management system compliant with Standard No. BS EN ISO 14001 standard for environmental management systems (British Standards Institution, 1996a).

Both cases are presented in very general terms in two flowcharts (Figures 2 and 3). The centerpiece of these models are verification procedures designed for assessing workplace conditions and hazards faced by employees. The standard also provides a simple way of assessing risks on the basis of the probabilities of damage of a specified magnitude. It also suggests actions for specific levels of occupational risk.

Figure 2. The structure of health and safety management according to Standard No. BS 8800 (British Standards Institution, 1996b).
For the purposes of the method of ergonomic workplace assessment, the pivotal steps in each model are preliminary and periodic inspections (marked in gray in Figures 2 and 3). It is at this stage that objective data on production systems need to be gathered and converted to probabilities of the occurrence of undesirable accidents.

Currently in Poland, the Central Institute for Labour Protection (Warsaw) is developing a series of PN-N-18000 standards under the common heading of *Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems*. Guidelines for occupational risk assessment have been provided in the draft standard Pr PN-N-18002 (as cited in Podgorński, 1999b). These standards provide a very general framework for diagnosing workplaces without imposing any specific evaluation methods. In addition, the standards provide a general outline of steps to be taken in preparing corrective action. Aware of multiple applications of the method of ergonomic workplace assessments in evaluating occupational risks, the author expanded on the general algorithm provided in the draft standard Pr PN-N-18002 by adding boxes representing specific data collection methods and criteria to be considered in describing work strenuousness when applying the method. The steps presented in Figure 1 and guidelines shown in a diagram included in the draft standard Pr PN-N-18002
Figure 4. Occupational risk assessment for a selected workplace. Notes: Based on Dahlke and Grzybowski (2000).
suggest that the method of ergonomic workplace assessments can be used at initial stages of evaluating occupational risk (Figure 4). Information on the strenuousness of work obtained in the course of the study can be applied directly.

4. CONCLUSIONS. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM CONDUCTING ERGONOMIC WORKPLACE ASSESSMENTS

According to the guidelines of the draft Polish Standard for occupational health and safety at workplaces and in companies (Pr PN-N-18002, as cited in Podgórska, 1999b), there is a range of requirements businesses should meet with respect to health and safety management. The key ones refer to developing and maintaining proper documentation to ensure that health and safety systems in organizations are functional (Podgórska, 1999a, 199b).

To identify risks that may potentially affect health and safety and to assess the related occupational hazards, an organization should develop and maintain hazard identification and occupational risk assessment procedures for workplaces.

Furthermore, organizations should formulate and periodically review general and detailed goals related to occupational health and safety for each level of management.

Workers performing tasks that involve a potential hazard to them or other workers should be adequately competent (have proper education, training, and experience).

An organization’s health and safety system should include procedures for internal communication among its various levels and units and among workers and representatives. It should also include health and safety procedures for communicating with concerned third parties.

A company should also identify those jobs and areas where serious hazards are most likely to occur. Through proper planning and actions, they should ensure that such tasks are performed in proper conditions.

In addition, an organization should develop and maintain procedures for monitoring the state of health and safety. Such procedures should include saving and storing monitoring records.

Any cases of incompliance with applicable laws and other regulations identified in the monitoring process should trigger appropriate corrective and preventative actions.
Each corrective and preventative action undertaken to eliminate the source of existing or potential shortcomings should be commensurate with the related occupational hazards and risks.

Besides the required compliance with standards, in-depth analyses of impact on employee health carries a number of other benefits. Such benefits help (Ociepa, 1999)

1. rationalize a company’s spending on health protection;
2. ensure availability of information on misguided purchases allowing for quick response (analysis of the frequency of use of personal protective clothing and adjustment of issue schedules should their usable lives be longer than previously anticipated);
3. optimize spending on protective clothing and other personal protection items by ensuring such items are properly selected—this can be achieved by means of costing simulations designed to compare cheaper and less durable items with items that are more expensive and have longer usable lives and by purchasing clothing suited for individual needs of holders of particular jobs and for specific environments;
4. support technical equipment decisions with studies on the cost of modernizing and repairing safety equipment and installations;
5. increase employee awareness by means of keeping records of accidents, near-accidents, and their costs and reporting such events in departmental meetings (attended by health and safety specialists) held to reduce accident rates;
6. demonstrate a company’s care for its employees by presenting its health and safety spending to personnel, social organizations, and work inspectors;
7. reduce future insurance premiums based on information on a company’s occupational safety spending.

In order to ensure that accurate and complete information on occupational health and safety is properly circulated, the company should develop a system of collecting data on the losses sustained as a result of job-related injuries and occupational diseases.

This may be well achieved (Studenski, 1996) by compiling such data in monthly reports submitted to management and technical supervisors. Information on injury and disease-related losses should also be presented to workers. Such reports should include information on (Studenski, 1996)

- the total expense related to paid-out damages and compensation,
- the average amount of damages per accident,
• a breakdown of expense items by real and lost opportunity costs,
• the total amount of losses,
• the average amount of losses per accident,
• the total cost of occupational diseases,
• the average cost per case.

Difficult to predict as they are, studies on the costs of job-related injuries and diseases may significantly reduce a company’s overall operating expenses and give it a competitive advantage.
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